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We were tasked with performing an audit of Xcaliswap and in particular their core project

implementation stemming from multiple protocols including Curve.fi, Solidly, Velodrome, and

more in an attempt to build an innovative AMM implementation.

Over the course of the audit we identified multiple vulnerabilities ranging from a major severity

one in the Multiswap  implementation that would render it inoperable to denial-of-service

attacks for the core bribe and gauge implementations of the protocol.

We advise the Xcaliswap team to closely evaluate all minor-and-above findings identified in the

report and promptly remediate them as well as consider all optimizational exhibits identified in

the report.

The Xcaliswap team iterated through all findings in the report and produced a new commit hash

for us to evaluate the changes they performed to fix the findings they deemed valid.

We advise the Xcaliswap team to revisit the following exhibits as they are not considered

properly alleviated or dealt with: MRE-01S, MPA-01S, MPA-03S, SPR-01S, VRE-01S, VDT-01S,

SPR-02M, and TNE-01M.

Core Project Security Audit

Audit Overview

Post-Audit Conclusion



Files in Scope Repository Commit(s)

Bribe.sol (BEB) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Base64.sol (B46) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

BribeFactory.sol (BFY) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

FullMath.sol (FMH) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Gauge.sol (GEG) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

GaugeFactory.sol (GFY) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Math.sol (MHT) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Math.sol (MHA) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Minter.sol (MRE) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Multiswap.sol (MPA) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Router.sol (RRE) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

RouterUtil.sol (RUL) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

SwapFees.sol (SFS) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Contracts Assessed



Files in Scope Repository Commit(s)

SwapPair.sol (SPR) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

SwapFactory.sol (SFY) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Token.sol (TNE) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

Voter.sol (VRE) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

VotingDist.sol (VDT) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae

VotingEscrow.sol (VEW) 3xcaliSwap 2307ffec9b,
72efcb4eae



Severity Identified Alleviated Partially Alleviated Acknowledged

3 1 0 2

41 8 2 31

12 12 0 0

6 4 2 0

1 1 0 0

During the audit, we filtered and validated a total of 18 findings utilizing static analysis tools

as well as identified a total of 45 findings during the manual review of the codebase. We

strongly recommend that any minor severity or higher findings are dealt with promptly prior to

the project's launch as they introduce potential misbehaviours of the system as well as exploits.

Audit Synopsis



The list below covers each segment of the audit in depth and links to the respective chapter of

the report:



Compilation

The project utilizes hardhat  as its development pipeline tool, containing an array of tests and

scripts coded in TypeScript.

To compile the project, the compile  command needs to be issued via the npx  CLI tool to 

hardhat :

The hardhat  tool automatically selects Solidity version 0.8.11  based on the version specified

within the hardhat.config.ts  file.

The project contains discrepancies with regards to the Solidity version used, however, they are

solely contained in dependencies and can thus be safely ignored.

The pragma  statements have been locked to 0.8.11  ( =0.8.11 ), the same version utilized for

our static analysis as well as optimizational review of the codebase.

During compilation with the hardhat  pipeline, no errors were identified that relate to the syntax

or bytecode size of the contracts.

npx hardhat compile

BASH



Static Analysis

The execution of our static analysis toolkit identified 606 potential issues within the codebase

of which 572 were ruled out to be false positives or negligible findings.

The remaining 34 issues were validated and grouped and formalized into the 18 exhibits that

follow:

ID Severity Addressed Title

GEG-01S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Addresses

MRE-01S Illegible Numeric Value Representations

MRE-02S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Addresses

MPA-01S Illegible Numeric Value Representation

MPA-02S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

MPA-03S
Improper Invocation of EIP-20 
transferFrom

RUL-01S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

SFY-01S Redundant Variable Assignment

SFY-02S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

SFS-01S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Addresses

SPR-01S Illegible Numeric Value Representation

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Gauge-GEG#GEG-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Minter-MRE#MRE-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Minter-MRE#MRE-02S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Multiswap-MPA#MPA-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Multiswap-MPA#MPA-02S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Multiswap-MPA#MPA-03S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/RouterUtil-RUL#RUL-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/SwapFactory-SFY#SFY-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/SwapFactory-SFY#SFY-02S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/SwapFees-SFS#SFS-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/SwapPair-SPR#SPR-01S


ID Severity Addressed Title

SPR-02S Inexistent Visibility Specifiers

TNE-01S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

VRE-01S Illegible Numeric Value Representation

VRE-02S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Addresses

VDT-01S Illegible Numeric Value Representation

VDT-02S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

VEW-01S Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/SwapPair-SPR#SPR-02S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Token-TNE#TNE-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Voter-VRE#VRE-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/Voter-VRE#VRE-02S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/VotingDist-VDT#VDT-01S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/VotingDist-VDT#VDT-02S
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/static-analysis/VotingEscrow-VEW#VEW-01S


Manual Review

A thorough line-by-line review was conducted on the codebase to identify potential

malfunctions and vulnerabilities in Xcaliswap's AMM implementation.

As the project at hand implements a decentralized and incentivized AMM implementation,

intricate care was put into ensuring that the flow of funds within the system conforms to the

specifications and restrictions laid forth within the protocol's specification.

We validated that all state transitions of the system occur within sane criteria and that all

rudimentary formulas within the system execute as expected. We pinpointed multiple types of

vulnerabilities within the system which could have had moderate-to-severe ramifications to

its overall operation, however, they were conveyed ahead of time to the Xcaliswap team to be

promptly remediated.

Additionally, the system was investigated for any other commonly present attack vectors such

as re-entrancy attacks, mathematical truncations, logical flaws and ERC / EIP standard

inconsistencies. The documentation of the project was satisfactory to the extent it need be,

although we did observe misleading documentation that was highlighted as typographic

mistakes in the audit report.

As a final point, we would like to note that the Minter  implementation states that it implements

the ve(3,3) minting standard initially created by Andre Cronje, however, it deviates significantly

from it and thus fails to "codify" it as the Xcaliswap team has significant control over how

emissions are performed in the protocol.

A total of 45 findings were identified over the course of the manual review of which 10 findings

concerned the behaviour and security of the system. The non-security related findings, such as

optimizations, are included in the separate Code Style chapter.

The finding table below enumerates all these security / behavioural findings:

ID Severity Addressed Title

BEB-01M Potential Denial-of-Service Attack of Rewards

https://eips.ethereum.org/
https://andrecronje.medium.com/ve-3-3-44466eaa088b
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/code-style
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/Bribe-BEB#BEB-01M


ID Severity Addressed Title

GEG-01M Potential Denial-of-Service Attack of Rewards

MRE-01M Improper Active Period Calculation

MRE-02M Incorrect Limit Reset

MPA-01M Improper Validation of Weights

SPR-01M Potentially Misleading Fee Amounts

SPR-02M Insecure Elliptic Curve Recovery Mechanism

TNE-01M Complete Centralization of Supply

VRE-01M Bypass of listing_fee

VEW-01M Inexistent Validation of ERC721 Conformity

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/Gauge-GEG#GEG-01M
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/Minter-MRE#MRE-01M
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/Minter-MRE#MRE-02M
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/Multiswap-MPA#MPA-01M
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/SwapPair-SPR#SPR-01M
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/SwapPair-SPR#SPR-02M
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/Token-TNE#TNE-01M
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/Voter-VRE#VRE-01M
https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/manual-review/VotingEscrow-VEW#VEW-01M


Gauge Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization Gauge.sol:L83-L88

The linked function(s) accept address  arguments yet do not properly sanitize them.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/periphery/Gauge.sol

We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that each address  specified is

non-zero.

GEG-01S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Addresses

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(address _stake, address _bribe, address  __ve, address _voter) {

    stake = _stake;

    bribe = _bribe;

    _ve = __ve;

    voter = _voter;

}

SOL

83

84

85

86

87

88

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that each address specified is

non-zero.

Alleviation:



Minter Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Minter.sol:L16, L56, L90

The linked representations of numeric literals are sub-optimally represented decreasing the

legibility of the codebase.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

To properly illustrate each value's purpose, we advise the following guidelines to be followed.

For values meant to depict fractions with a base of 1e18 , we advise fractions to be utilized

directly (i.e. 1e17  becomes 0.1e18 ) as they are supported. For values meant to represent a

percentage base, we advise each value to utilize the underscore ( _ ) separator to discern the

percentage decimal (i.e. 10000  becomes 100_00 , 300  becomes 3_00  and so on). Finally, for

large numeric values we simply advise the underscore character to be utilized again to represent

them (i.e. 1000000  becomes 1_000_000 ).

MRE-01S: Illegible Numeric Value Representations

Description:

Example:

uint internal constant target_base = 10000; // 2% per week target emission

SOL

16

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


The Xcaliswap team has partially fixed this issue by removing the illegible representations from

one instance (L19).

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization Minter.sol:L39-L57

The linked function(s) accept address  arguments yet do not properly sanitize them.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

MRE-02S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Addresses

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(

    address __voter, // the voting & distribution system

    address  __ve, // the ve(3,3) system that will be locked into

    address __ve_dist, // the distribution system that ensures users aren't di

    address _admin,

    uint _totalSupply

) {

    initializer = msg.sender;

    admin = _admin;

    _token = underlying(IVotingEscrow(__ve).token());

    _voter = IVoter(__voter);

    _ve = IVotingEscrow(__ve);

    _ve_dist = IVotingDist(__ve_dist);

    active_period = (block.timestamp + (2*week)) / week * week;

    last_epoch = block.timestamp;

    boost = 100;

    // 1.7% of the LM target (36.9% of total supply)

    weekly = _totalSupply * 17 * 369 / 1000000;

}

SOL

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that each address  specified is

non-zero.

The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that each address specified is

non-zero.

}57

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Multiswap Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Multiswap.sol:L42, L45, L54, L86

The linked representation of a numeric literal is sub-optimally represented decreasing the

legibility of the codebase.

contracts/periphery/Multiswap.sol

To properly illustrate the value's purpose, we advise the following guidelines to be followed. For

values meant to depict fractions with a base of 1e18 , we advise fractions to be utilized directly

(i.e. 1e17  becomes 0.1e18 ) as they are supported. For values meant to represent a percentage

base, we advise each value to utilize the underscore ( _ ) separator to discern the percentage

decimal (i.e. 10000  becomes 100_00 , 300  becomes 3_00  and so on). Finally, for large numeric

values we simply advise the underscore character to be utilized again to represent them (i.e. 

1000000  becomes 1_000_000 ).

MPA-01S: Illegible Numeric Value Representation

Description:

Example:

require(msg.value > 0 && msg.value > 10000, "no ETH sent");

SOL

42

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


The Xcaliswap team has partially fixed this issue by removing the illegible representations from

two instances (L42 & L54).

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization Multiswap.sol:L11-L13

The linked function accepts an address  argument yet does not properly sanitize it.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/periphery/Multiswap.sol

We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that the address  specified is

non-zero.

The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that the address specified is

non-zero.

MPA-02S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(address _router) {

    router = _router;

}

SOL

11

12

13

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


Type Severity Location

Standard Conformity Multiswap.sol:L56

The linked statement does not properly validate the returned bool  of the EIP-20 standard 

transferFrom  function. As the standard dictates, callers must not assume that false  is

never returned.

If the code mandates that the returned bool  is true , this will cause incompatibility with tokens

such as USDT / Tether as no such bool  is returned to be evaluated causing the check to fail at

all times. On the other hand, if the token utilized can return a false  value under certain

conditions but the code does not validate it, the contract itself can be compromised as having

received / sent funds that it never did.

contracts/periphery/Multiswap.sol

Since not all standardized tokens are EIP-20 compliant (such as Tether / USDT), we advise a

safe wrapper library to be utilized instead such as SafeERC20  by OpenZeppelin to

opportunistically validate the returned bool  only if it exists.

MPA-03S: Improper Invocation of EIP-20 transferFrom

Description:

Impact:

Example:

IERC20(_token).transferFrom(msg.sender, address(this), _amount);

SOL

56

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#standard-conformity
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20#token
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20


The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that the returned boolean  value

is true  but this new check will fail in the case of ERC20 tokens which do not return any 

boolean  value.

Alleviation:



RouterUtil Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization RouterUtil.sol:L16-L18

The linked function accepts an address  argument yet does not properly sanitize it.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/periphery/RouterUtil.sol

We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that the address  specified is

non-zero.

RUL-01S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(address _router) {

    router = IRouter(_router);

}

SOL

16

17

18

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


The contract is no longer present in the codebase thus nullifying this exhibit.

Alleviation:



SwapFactory Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization SwapFactory.sol:L27

The linked variable is assigned to redundantly to the default value of the relevant data type (i.e. 

uint256  assigned to 0 , address  assigned to address(0)  etc.).

contracts/Core/SwapFactory.sol

We advise the assignment to be safely omitted optimizing the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team has removed the redundant variable assignment statement.

SFY-01S: Redundant Variable Assignment

Description:

Example:

isPaused = false;

SOL

27

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization SwapFactory.sol:L25-L31

The linked function accepts an address  argument yet does not properly sanitize it.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/Core/SwapFactory.sol

We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that the address  specified is

non-zero.

The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that the address specified is

non-zero.

SFY-02S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(address _feeCollector) {

    pauser = msg.sender;

    isPaused = false;

    fee[true] = 369; // 0.0369% for stable swaps (hundredth of a basis point /

    fee[false] = 2700; // 0.27% for vaiable swaps (hundredth of a basis point 

    feeCollector = _feeCollector;

}

SOL

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



SwapFees Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization SwapFees.sol:L13-L17

The linked function(s) accept address  arguments yet do not properly sanitize them.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/Core/SwapFees.sol

We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that each address  specified is

non-zero.

SFS-01S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Addresses

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(address _token0, address _token1) {

    pair = msg.sender;

    token0 = _token0;

    token1 = _token1;

}

SOL

13

14

15

16

17

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that each address specified is

non-zero.

Alleviation:



SwapPair Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style SwapPair.sol:L367, L368, L425

The linked representation of a numeric literal is sub-optimally represented decreasing the

legibility of the codebase.

contracts/Core/SwapPair.sol

To properly illustrate the value's purpose, we advise the following guidelines to be followed. For

values meant to depict fractions with a base of 1e18 , we advise fractions to be utilized directly

(i.e. 1e17  becomes 0.1e18 ) as they are supported. For values meant to represent a percentage

base, we advise each value to utilize the underscore ( _ ) separator to discern the percentage

decimal (i.e. 10000  becomes 100_00 , 300  becomes 3_00  and so on). Finally, for large numeric

values we simply advise the underscore character to be utilized again to represent them (i.e. 

1000000  becomes 1_000_000 ).

SPR-01S: Illegible Numeric Value Representation

Description:

Example:

if (amount0In > 0) _update0(amount0In * fee / 1e6); // accrue fees for token0 

SOL

367

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


The Xcaliswap team has NOT made any changes in the source code for this issue.

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Code Style SwapPair.sol:L37, L48

The linked variables have no visibility specifier explicitly set.

contracts/Core/SwapPair.sol

We advise them to be set so to avoid potential compilation discrepancies in the future as the

current behaviour is for the compiler to assign one automatically which may deviate between 

pragma  versions.

The Xcaliswap team has marked the factory  variable as public .

SPR-02S: Inexistent Visibility Specifiers

Description:

Example:

address immutable factory;

SOL

37

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Token Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization Token.sol:L25-L28

The linked function accepts an address  argument yet does not properly sanitize it.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/periphery/Token.sol

We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that the address  specified is

non-zero.

TNE-01S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

Description:

Impact:

Example:

function setMinter(address _minter) external {

    require(msg.sender == minter);

    minter = _minter;

}

SOL

25

26

27

28

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that the address specified is

non-zero.

Alleviation:



Voter Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Voter.sol:L87

The linked representation of a numeric literal is sub-optimally represented decreasing the

legibility of the codebase.

contracts/periphery/Voter.sol

To properly illustrate the value's purpose, we advise the following guidelines to be followed. For

values meant to depict fractions with a base of 1e18 , we advise fractions to be utilized directly

(i.e. 1e17  becomes 0.1e18 ) as they are supported. For values meant to represent a percentage

base, we advise each value to utilize the underscore ( _ ) separator to discern the percentage

decimal (i.e. 10000  becomes 100_00 , 300  becomes 3_00  and so on). Finally, for large numeric

values we simply advise the underscore character to be utilized again to represent them (i.e. 

1000000  becomes 1_000_000 ).

VRE-01S: Illegible Numeric Value Representation

Description:

Example:

return (IERC20(base).totalSupply() - IERC20(_ve).totalSupply()) / 10000;

SOL

87

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


The Xcaliswap team has NOT made any changes in the source code for this issue.

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization Voter.sol:L55-L62

The linked function(s) accept address  arguments yet do not properly sanitize them.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/periphery/Voter.sol

We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that each address  specified is

non-zero.

VRE-02S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Addresses

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(address __ve, address _factory, address  _gauges, address _bribes)

    _ve = __ve;

    factory = _factory;

    base = IVotingEscrow(__ve).token();

    gaugeFactory = _gauges;

    bribeFactory = _bribes;

    minter = msg.sender;

}

SOL

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that each address specified is

non-zero.

Alleviation:



VotingDist Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style VotingDist.sol:L30, L36

The linked representation of a numeric literal is sub-optimally represented decreasing the

legibility of the codebase.

contracts/periphery/VotingDist.sol

To properly illustrate the value's purpose, we advise the following guidelines to be followed. For

values meant to depict fractions with a base of 1e18 , we advise fractions to be utilized directly

(i.e. 1e17  becomes 0.1e18 ) as they are supported. For values meant to represent a percentage

base, we advise each value to utilize the underscore ( _ ) separator to discern the percentage

decimal (i.e. 10000  becomes 100_00 , 300  becomes 3_00  and so on). Finally, for large numeric

values we simply advise the underscore character to be utilized again to represent them (i.e. 

1000000  becomes 1_000_000 ).

VDT-01S: Illegible Numeric Value Representation

Description:

Example:

uint[1000000000000000] public tokens_per_week;

SOL

30

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


The Xcaliswap team has NOT made any changes in the source code for this issue.

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization VotingDist.sol:L40-L50

The linked function accepts an address  argument yet does not properly sanitize it.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/periphery/VotingDist.sol

VDT-02S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(address _voting_escrow) {

    uint _t = block.timestamp / WEEK * WEEK;

    start_time = _t;

    last_token_time = _t;

    time_cursor = _t;

    address _token = IVotingEscrow(_voting_escrow).token();

    token = _token;

    voting_escrow = _voting_escrow;

    depositor = msg.sender;

    IERC20(_token).approve(_voting_escrow, type(uint).max);

}

SOL

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that the address  specified is

non-zero.

The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that the address specified is

non-zero.

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



VotingEscrow Static Analysis Findings

Type Severity Location

Input Sanitization VotingEscrow.sol:L118-L120

The linked function accepts an address  argument yet does not properly sanitize it.

The presence of zero-value addresses, especially in constructor  implementations, can cause

the contract to be permanently inoperable. These checks are advised as zero-value inputs are a

common side-effect of off-chain software related bugs.

contracts/periphery/VotingEscrow.sol

VEW-01S: Inexistent Sanitization of Input Address

Description:

Impact:

Example:

constructor(

    address token_addr

) {

    token = token_addr;

    voter = msg.sender;

    point_history[0].blk = block.number;

    point_history[0].ts = block.timestamp;

 

    supportedInterfaces[ERC165_INTERFACE_ID] = true;

    supportedInterfaces[ERC721_INTERFACE_ID] = true;

    supportedInterfaces[ERC721_METADATA_INTERFACE_ID] = true;

 

    // mint-ish

SOL

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#input-sanitization


We advise some basic sanitization to be put in place by ensuring that the address  specified is

non-zero.

The Xcaliswap team has introduced a require  check ensuring that the address specified is

non-zero.

    emit Transfer(address(0), address(this), tokenId);

    // burn-ish

    emit Transfer(address(this), address(0), tokenId);

}

131

132

133

134

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Bribe Manual Review Findings

Type Severity Location

Logical Fault Bribe.sol:L442-L445

The notifyRewardAmount  mechanism will automatically add a token if it does not already exist

in the rewards  array without an upper limit on the total entries thus potentially creating a

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack on the _updateRewardForAllTokens  function.

It is currently possible to add an unlimited number of reward tokens which could cause the

contract to become inoperable wherever the _updateRewardForAllTokens  function is invoked,

a trait highly undesirable for such a high-value system.

contracts/periphery/Bribe.sol

BEB-01M: Potential Denial-of-Service Attack of Rewards

Description:

Impact:

Example:

// used to notify a gauge/bribe of a given reward, this can create griefing at

function notifyRewardAmount(address token, uint amount) external lock {

    require(amount > 0);

 

    if (rewardRate[token] == 0) _writeRewardPerTokenCheckpoint(token, 0, block

    (rewardPerTokenStored[token], lastUpdateTime[token]) = _updateRewardPerTok

 

    if (block.timestamp >= periodFinish[token]) {

        _safeTransferFrom(token, msg.sender, address(this), amount);

        rewardRate[token] = amount / DURATION;

SOL

421

422

423

424

425

426

427

428

429

430

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#logical-fault


We advise the reward tokens to be specified during the initialization of the contract with a

maximum upper limit imposed via a contract-level constant  to ensure no malicious tokens can

be added to the rewards  array and that all the expected reward tokens are defined during the

creation of the contract rather than dynamically. Alternatively, we advise a dedicated and

privileged function to be introduced that permits manually white-listing reward tokens that

would then be accepted by the notifyRewardAmount  function. Either of the two solutions are

sufficient to deal with the vulnerability described.

The Xcaliswap team has implemented a constant MAX_REWARD_TOKENS  upper bound on the 

rewards  array. Please note, since the require  statement uses <  operator for upper bound

comparison the rewards  array can only contain a maximum of 15  values.

    } else {

        uint _remaining = periodFinish[token] - block.timestamp;

        uint _left = _remaining * rewardRate[token];

        require(amount > _left);

        _safeTransferFrom(token, msg.sender, address(this), amount);

        rewardRate[token] = (amount + _left) / DURATION;

    }

    require(rewardRate[token] > 0);

    uint balance = IERC20(token).balanceOf(address(this));

    require(rewardRate[token] <= balance / DURATION, "Provided reward too high

    periodFinish[token] = block.timestamp + DURATION;

    if (!isReward[token]) {

        isReward[token] = true;

        rewards.push(token);

    }

 

    emit NotifyReward(msg.sender, token, amount);

}

431

432

433

434

435

436

437

438

439

440

441

442

443

444

445

446

447

448

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Gauge Manual Review Findings

Type Severity Location

Logical Fault Gauge.sol:L548-L551

The notifyRewardAmount  mechanism will automatically add a token if it does not already exist

in the rewards  array without an upper limit on the total entries thus potentially creating a

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack on the _updateRewardForAllTokens  function.

It is currently possible to add an unlimited number of reward tokens which could cause the

contract to become inoperable wherever the _updateRewardForAllTokens  function is invoked,

a trait highly undesirable for such a high-value system.

contracts/periphery/Gauge.sol

GEG-01M: Potential Denial-of-Service Attack of Rewards

Description:

Impact:

Example:

function notifyRewardAmount(address token, uint amount) external lock {

    require(token != stake);

    require(amount > 0);

    if (rewardRate[token] == 0) _writeRewardPerTokenCheckpoint(token, 0, block

    (rewardPerTokenStored[token], lastUpdateTime[token]) = _updateRewardPerTok

    _claimFees();

 

    if (block.timestamp >= periodFinish[token]) {

        _safeTransferFrom(token, msg.sender, address(this), amount);

        rewardRate[token] = amount / DURATION;

SOL

527

528

529

530

531

532

533

534

535

536

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#logical-fault


We advise the reward tokens to be specified during the initialization of the contract with a

maximum upper limit imposed via a contract-level constant  to ensure no malicious tokens can

be added to the rewards  array and that all the expected reward tokens are defined during the

creation of the contract rather than dynamically. Alternatively, we advise a dedicated and

privileged function to be introduced that permits manually white-listing reward tokens that

would then be accepted by the notifyRewardAmount  function. Either of the two solutions are

sufficient to deal with the vulnerability described.

The Xcaliswap team has implemented a constant MAX_REWARD_TOKENS  upper bound on the 

rewards  array. Please note, since the require  statement uses <  operator for upper bound

comparison the rewards  array can only contain a maximum of 15  values.

    } else {

        uint _remaining = periodFinish[token] - block.timestamp;

        uint _left = _remaining * rewardRate[token];

        require(amount > _left);

        _safeTransferFrom(token, msg.sender, address(this), amount);

        rewardRate[token] = (amount + _left) / DURATION;

    }

    require(rewardRate[token] > 0);

    uint balance = IERC20(token).balanceOf(address(this));

    require(rewardRate[token] <= balance / DURATION, "Provided reward too high

    periodFinish[token] = block.timestamp + DURATION;

    if (!isReward[token]) {

        isReward[token] = true; 

        rewards.push(token);

    }

 

    emit NotifyReward(msg.sender, token, amount);

}

537

538

539

540

541

542

543

544

545

546

547

548

549

550

551

552

553

554

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Minter Manual Review Findings

Type Severity Location

Logical Fault Minter.sol:L71

The linked active_period  calculation offsets itself to the previous week whilst it should only

"activate" the upcoming week.

As the active_period  is offset to the previous week, the contract immediately realizes

emissions from the moment of the initialize  call as it assumes a week has passed since its

activation which is false.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

MRE-01M: Improper Active Period Calculation

Description:

Impact:

Example:

function initialize(

    // address[] memory claimants,

    // uint[] memory amounts,

    // uint max // sum amounts / max = % ownership of top protocols, so if ini

) external {

    require(initializer == msg.sender);

    // _token.mint(address(this), max);

    // _token.approve(address(_ve), type(uint).max);

    // for (uint i = 0; i < claimants.length; i++) {

    //     _ve.create_lock_for(amounts[i], lock, claimants[i]);

    // }

i iti li dd (0)

SOL

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#logical-fault


We advise the subtraction of week  from the current block.timestamp  to be avoided as it

impacts the way the minter operates.

The Xcaliswap team has omitted the subtraction of week  from the current block.timestamp .

    initializer = address(0);

    active_period = (block.timestamp - week) / week * week; // 

}

70

71

72

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Logical Fault Minter.sol:L80

The last_epoch  variable acts as a limit to the frequency of emission and boost changes,

however, it is applied incorrectly so as the last_epoch  is reset to the next 26 weeks  which may

have already passed in periods of long inactivity.

It currently can be possible for setEmissions  to be invoked two consecutive times in the same

transaction as the last_epoch  is not properly reset to a time in the future.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

We advise the last_epoch  assignment to instead utilize the current block.timestamp

increased by 26 weeks  to ensure that it is properly reset to a time in the future.

MRE-02M: Incorrect Limit Reset

Description:

Impact:

Example:

/// @param _emissions: new value of emissions

/// @param _boost: new value of boost

function setEmissions(uint _emissions, uint _boost) public onlyAdmin {

    require(block.timestamp >= last_epoch + 26 weeks, "must wait next period")

    emissions = _emissions;

    boost = _boost;

    last_epoch = last_epoch + 26 weeks;

}

SOL

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#logical-fault


The Xcaliswap team is now using block.timestamp  increased by 26 weeks .

Alleviation:



Multiswap Manual Review Findings

Type Severity Location

Logical Fault Multiswap.sol:L90

The _assertWeights  function incorrectly evaluates the sum of the weights as it performs an

equality of the iterator i  with zero instead of the _weights[i]  value.

It currently is impossible to execute the multiswap  function as it will always fail at the 

_assertWeights  require check rendering the contract inoperable.

contracts/periphery/Multiswap.sol

MPA-01M: Improper Validation of Weights

Description:

Impact:

Example:

// ***** INTERNAL *****

function _assertWeights(uint[] calldata _weights) internal pure returns (bool)

    uint totalWeight = 10000; // Basis points

    uint weightSum = 0;

    uint length = _weights.length;

    for (uint i = 0; i < length; ++i) {

        if (i == 0) return false;

        weightSum += _weights[i];

        

    }

    return weightSum == totalWeight;

}

SOL

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#logical-fault


We advise the comparison within the for  loop to be corrected as otherwise the code will fail

regardless of the input _weights  configuration.

The Xcaliswap team has fixed this issue by removing the if  condition from the for  loop.

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



SwapPair Manual Review Findings

Type Severity Location

Logical Fault SwapPair.sol:L164, L178

The Fees  event is meant to emit  the total amount of fees acquired for either the token0  or 

token1  asset, however, the Xcaliswap protocol imposes a custom 10% tariff that is redirected to

a protocol fee collector and does not benefit the pair.

contracts/Core/SwapPair.sol

SPR-01M: Potentially Misleading Fee Amounts

Description:

Example:

// Accrue fees on token0

function _update0(uint amount) internal {

    address _feeTo = ISwapFactory(factory).feeCollector();

    uint256 _protocolFee = amount / 10; // 10% of the amount

    uint256 _feeIncrease = amount - _protocolFee; // Might leave tokens in thi

    _safeTransfer(token0, _feeTo, _protocolFee);

    _safeTransfer(token0, fees, _feeIncrease); // transfer the fees out to Swa

    uint256 _ratio = _feeIncrease * 1e18 / totalSupply; // 1e18 adjustment is 

    if (_ratio > 0) {

        index0 += _ratio;

    }

    emit Fees(msg.sender, amount, 0);

}

 

// Accrue fees on token1

function _update1(uint amount) internal {

    address feeTo = ISwapFactory(factory).feeCollector();

SOL

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169
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We advise the Fees  events to either introduce a new variable denoting the protocol fee or to

instead emit the _feeIncrease  value instead as otherwise it is misleading.

The Xcaliswap team has fixed this issue by emitting the _feeIncrease  value in the Fees  events.

    address _feeTo  ISwapFactory(factory).feeCollector();

    uint256 _protocolFee = amount / 10; // 10% of the amount

    uint256 _feeIncrease = amount - _protocolFee; // Might leave tokens in thi

    _safeTransfer(token1, _feeTo, _protocolFee); // Transfer protocol fee to _

    _safeTransfer(token1, fees, _feeIncrease); // transfer the fees out to Swa

    uint256 _ratio = _feeIncrease * 1e18 / totalSupply;

    if (_ratio > 0) {

        index1 += _ratio;

    }

    emit Fees(msg.sender, 0, amount);

}

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Language Specific SwapPair.sol:L477, L495

The ecrecover  function is a low-level cryptographic function that should be utilized after

appropriate sanitizations have been enforced on its arguments, namely on the s  and v  values.

This is due to the inherent trait of the curve to be symmetrical on the x-axis and thus permitting

signatures to be replayed with the same x  value ( r ) but a different y  value ( s ).

Should the payload being verified by the signature rely on differentiation based on the s  or v

arguments, it will be possible to replay the signature for the same data validly and acquire

authorization twice.

contracts/Core/SwapPair.sol

SPR-02M: Insecure Elliptic Curve Recovery Mechanism

Description:

Impact:

Example:

function permit(address owner, address spender, uint value, uint deadline, uin

    require(deadline >= block.timestamp, 'SwapPair: EXPIRED');

    DOMAIN_SEPARATOR = keccak256(

        abi.encode(

            keccak256('EIP712Domain(string name,string version,uint256 chainId

            keccak256(bytes(name)),

            keccak256('1'),

            block.chainid,

            address(this)

        )

    );

    bytes32 digest = keccak256(

        abi.encodePacked(

            '\x19\x01',

            DOMAIN_SEPARATOR,

SOL

477

478

479

480

481

482

483

484

485

486

487

488

489

490

491
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We advise them to be sanitized by ensuring that v  is equal to either 27  or 28  ( v ∈ {27, 28} )

and to ensure that s  is existent in the lower half order of the elliptic curve (

0 < s < secp256k1n ÷ 2 + 1 ) by ensuring it is less than 

0x7FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF5D576E7357A4501DDFE92F46681B20A1 . A reference

implementation of those checks can be observed in the ECDSA library of OpenZeppelin and the

rationale behind those restrictions exists within Appendix F of the Yellow Paper.

While the Xcaliswap team has added require  statements to validate the v  and s  values, the

validation condition for s  has been implemented incorrectly. The bytesX  and unitary

denominations (i.e. uintX ) may differ in underlying binary representation, hence the s  variable

should be casted to uint256  before comparing it to 

0x7FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF5D576E7357A4501DDFE92F46681B20A1 .

            keccak256(abi.encode(PERMIT_TYPEHASH, owner, spender, value, nonce

        )

    );

    address recoveredAddress = ecrecover(digest, v, r, s);

492

493

494

495

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/blob/v4.3.2/contracts/utils/cryptography/ECDSA.sol#L162-L167
https://ethereum.github.io/yellowpaper/paper.pdf


Token Manual Review Findings

Type Severity Location

Centralization Concern Token.sol:L62-L66

The minter  role is capable of performing mints of arbitrary amounts of the protocol token.

contracts/periphery/Token.sol

We advise this trait to be re-evaluated and potentially prohibited as it currently significantly

centralizes the protocol. If the minter  role is meant to signify a protocol contract, it should be

explicitly set as such via the contract's constructor .

The Xcaliswap team has not made any changes in the source code for this issue.

TNE-01M: Complete Centralization of Supply

Description:

Example:

function mint(address account, uint amount) external returns (bool) {

    require(msg.sender == minter);

    _mint(account, amount);

    return true;

}

SOL

62

63

64

65

66

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Voter Manual Review Findings

Type Severity Location

Logical Fault Voter.sol:L192-L195

The whitelist  function permits a caller to whitelist arbitrary _token  implementations with the

same _tokenId  as it is not acquired by the protocol and the listing_fee  is never siphoned off

the NFT.

As a user is able to whitelist any token they wish with the same NFT, they can proceed to create

gauges for arbitrary tokens and potentially controlled by themselves.

contracts/periphery/Voter.sol

VRE-01M: Bypass of listing_fee

Description:

Impact:

Example:

// TODO: decide on gauge whitelisting model

// @param _token the ERC20 token to whitelist

// @param _tokenId the ID of veNFT whitelisting

function whitelist(address _token, uint _tokenId) public {

    if (_tokenId > 0) {

        require(msg.sender == IVotingEscrow(_ve).ownerOf(_tokenId));

        require(IVotingEscrow(_ve).balanceOfNFT(_tokenId) > listing_fee());

    } else {

        _safeTransferFrom(base, msg.sender, minter, listing_fee());

    }

 

SOL

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198
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We advise the NFT validation workflow to be revised as currently it is possible to whitelist an

arbitrary amount of tokens with the same NFT.

The Xcaliswap team has fixed this issue by adding the onlyAdmin  modifier to the whitelist

function.

    _whitelist(_token);

}

199

200

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



VotingEscrow Manual Review Findings

Type Severity Location

Standard Conformity VotingEscrow.sol:L374

The IERC721Receiver  hook invoked is meant to yield the 

IERC721Receiver.onERC721Received.selector  as the bytes4  result to ensure compliance

with the EIP-721 standard, however, no such validation occurs.

The contract is now non-compliant with the EIP-721 standard and could hinder integrations with

other protocols.

contracts/periphery/VotingEscrow.sol

VEW-01M: Inexistent Validation of ERC721 Conformity

Description:

Impact:

Example:

function safeTransferFrom(

    address _from,

    address _to,

    uint _tokenId,

    bytes memory _data

) public {

    _transferFrom(_from, _to, _tokenId, msg.sender);

 

    if (_isContract(_to)) {

        // Throws if transfer destination is a contract which does not impleme

        try IERC721Receiver(_to).onERC721Received(msg.sender, _from, _tokenId,

b t

SOL

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

375

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#standard-conformity
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-721
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-721


We advise the yielded bytes4  value to be validated as equal to the onERC721Received  selector

as otherwise interactions with non-EIP-721 compliant tokens will be permitted.

The Xcaliswap team has fixed this issue by validating that the returned bytes4  value is equal to

the onERC721Received  selector.

            bytes memory reason

        ) {

            if (reason.length == 0) {

                revert('ERC721: transfer to non ERC721Receiver implementer');

            } else {

                assembly {

                    revert(add(32, reason), mload(reason))

                }

            }

        }

    }

}

375

376
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381
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384

385
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Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Base64 Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization Base64.sol:L49, L51, L53, L55

The Base64  implementation by Brecht Devos utilized in the codebase is outdated and sub-

optimal as it utilizes an mstore  and shr  instruction to store 1 byte (8 bits) instead of using the 

mstore8  instruction directly.

contracts/periphery/libraries/Base64.sol

B46-01C: Sub-Optimal Assembly Block

Description:

Example:

// run over the input, 3 bytes at a time

for {

 

} lt(dataPtr, endPtr) {

 

} {

    dataPtr := add(dataPtr, 3)

 

    // read 3 bytes

    let input := mload(dataPtr)

 

    // write 4 characters

    mstore(resultPtr, shl(248, mload(add(tablePtr, and(shr(18, input), 0x3F)))

    resultPtr := add(resultPtr, 1)

    mstore(resultPtr, shl(248, mload(add(tablePtr, and(shr(12, input), 0x3F)))

    resultPtr := add(resultPtr, 1)

mstore(resultPtr shl(248 mload(add(tablePtr and(shr(6 input) 0x3F))))

SOL
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We advise the statements to be updated according to the latest version of Brecht Devos' 

Base64  library to ensure the codebase is optimal.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

    mstore(resultPtr, shl(248, mload(add(tablePtr, and(shr(6, input), 0x3F))))

    resultPtr := add(resultPtr, 1)

    mstore(resultPtr, shl(248, mload(add(tablePtr, and(input, 0x3F)))))

    resultPtr := add(resultPtr, 1)

}

53

54

55

56

57

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://github.com/Brechtpd/base64/blob/main/base64.sol


Bribe Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Bribe.sol:L9, L246

The referenced lines contain typographical mistakes or generic documentational errors (i.e.

copy-paste) that should be corrected.

contracts/periphery/Bribe.sol

We advise them to be corrected enhancing the legibility of the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team has corrected the typographic mistakes.

BEB-01C: Generic Typographic Mistakes

Description:

Example:

// Bribes pay out rewards for a given pool based on the votes that were receiv

SOL

9

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Code Style Bribe.sol:L78

The linked require  check has no error message explicitly defined.

contracts/periphery/Bribe.sol

We advise one to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  check's condition.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

BEB-02C: Inexistent Error Message

Description:

Example:

require(_unlocked == 1);

SOL

78

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


FullMath Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style FullMath.sol:L34, L43

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/Core/libraries/FullMath.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The contract is no longer present in the codebase thus nullifying this exhibit.

FMH-01C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(denominator != 0);

SOL

34

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Gauge Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Gauge.sol:L286, L450, L458, L463, L501, L528-L529, L540,
L544, L557, L560, L564, L567, L571, L574

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/periphery/Gauge.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

GEG-01C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(msg.sender == account || msg.sender == voter);

SOL

286

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Math Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Math.sol:L15-L17, L19-L30

The linked code exists in the Math  implementation under periphery .

contracts/Core/libraries/Math.sol

MHT-01C: Code Duplication

Description:

Example:

function min(uint a, uint b) internal pure returns (uint) {

    return a < b ? a : b;

}

 

function sqrt(uint y) internal pure returns (uint z) {

    if (y > 3) {

        z = y;

        uint x = y / 2 + 1;

        while (x < z) {

            z = x;

            x = (y / x + x) / 2;

        }

    } else if (y != 0) {

        z = 1;

    }

}

SOL

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


We advise code duplication in the codebase to be minimized and proper inheritance and naming

conventions to be used instead to denote new functionality introduced to existing libraries.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

Alleviation:



Minter Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Minter.sol:L10, L16, L18

The referenced lines contain typographical mistakes or generic documentational errors (i.e.

copy-paste) that should be corrected.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

We advise them to be corrected enhancing the legibility of the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

MRE-01C: Generic Typographic Mistakes

Description:

Example:

// codifies the minting rules as per ve(3,3), abstracted from the token to sup

SOL

10

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Language Specific Minter.sol:L120

The linked mathematical operation is guaranteed to be performed safely by surrounding

conditionals evaluated in either require  checks or if-else  constructs.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

Given that safe arithmetics are toggled on by default in pragma  versions of 0.8.X , we advise

the linked statement to be wrapped in an unchecked  code block thereby optimizing its

execution cost.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

MRE-02C: Ineffectual Usage of Safe Arithmetics

Description:

Example:

if (_balanceOf < _required) {

    _token.mint(address(this), _required-_balanceOf);

}

SOL

119

120

121

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#language-specific


Type Severity Location

Code Style Minter.sol:L35, L64

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

MRE-03C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(msg.sender == admin);

SOL

35

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Code Style Minter.sol:L52, L71, L90

The linked operations are performed without grouping of proper multipliers and divisors

significantly reducing their legibility.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

We advise the numerators and denominators to be properly grouped (i.e. 

(a * emissions) / target_base ) to significantly increase the legibility of the codebase.

MRE-04C: Order of Operation Legibility Increase

Description:

Example:

return weekly * emissions * circulating_supply() / target_base / _token.totalS

SOL

90

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Code Style Minter.sol:L16, L90

The linked value literal is repeated across the codebase multiple times.

contracts/periphery/Minter.sol

We advise it to be set to a constant  variable instead optimizing the legibility of the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team has fixed this issue.

MRE-05C: Repetitive Value Literal

Description:

Example:

uint internal constant target_base = 10000; // 2% per week target emission

SOL

16

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Multiswap Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Multiswap.sol:L98, L101

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/periphery/Multiswap.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team has removed the _safeTransfer  function.

MPA-01C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(token.code.length > 0);

SOL

98

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization Multiswap.sol:L42, L54

The linked require  checks evaluate that a particular value is greater-than zero and then

evaluate that it is greater-than a positive number.

contracts/periphery/Multiswap.sol

MPA-02C: Redundant Consecutive Checks

Description:

Example:

if (eth = (_token == address(0))) {

    // Caller wants to multiswap some ETH

    require(msg.value > 0 && msg.value > 10000, "no ETH sent");

    preBalance = address(this).balance;

    for (uint i = 0; i < length; ++i) { 

        uint amount_ = msg.value * _weights[i] / 10000;

        (bool success, bytes memory data) = router.call{value: amount_}(_swapD

        if (!success) revert ErrorSwapping(i);

        uint[] memory out = abi.decode(data, (uint[]));

        amountsOut[i] = out[out.length - 1];

    }

    postBalance = address(this).balance;

} else {

    // Caller wants to multiswap a token

    require(_amount > 0 && _amount > 10000, "no tokens sent");

    preBalance = IERC20(_token).balanceOf(address(this));

    IERC20(_token).transferFrom(msg.sender, address(this), _amount);

    IERC20(_token).approve(router, _amount);

    for (uint i = 0; i < length; ++i) {

        (bool success, bytes memory data) = router.call(_swapData[i]);

        if (!success) revert ErrorSwapping(i);

        uint[] memory out = abi.decode(data, (uint[]));

        amountsOut[i] = out[out.length - 1];

    }

SOL

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#gas-optimization


We advise only the greater-than comparison with a positive number to be retained as it

indirectly guarantees that the greater-than zero evaluation will yield true .

The Xcaliswap team is now only evaluating the greater-than zero check.

    postBalance = IERC20(_token).balanceOf(address(this));

}

64

65

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Code Style Multiswap.sol:L42, L45, L54, L86

The linked value literal is repeated across the codebase multiple times.

contracts/periphery/Multiswap.sol

We advise it to be set to a constant  variable instead optimizing the legibility of the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

MPA-03C: Repetitive Value Literal

Description:

Example:

require(msg.value > 0 && msg.value > 10000, "no ETH sent");

SOL

42

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Router Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Router.sol:L26, L41, L43, L59, L60, L88, L178, L183, L250-
L251, L342, L357, L370, L372, L383, L385

The referenced lines contain typographical mistakes or generic documentational errors (i.e.

copy-paste) that should be corrected.

contracts/periphery/Router.sol

We advise them to be corrected enhancing the legibility of the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

RRE-01C: Generic Typographic Mistakes

Description:

Example:

require(deadline >= block.timestamp, 'BaseV1Router: EXPIRED');

SOL

26

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Code Style Router.sol:L165, L166, L246, L411, L414, L418, L421

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/periphery/Router.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

RRE-02C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(amountADesired >= amountAMin);

SOL

165

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


RouterUtil Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style RouterUtil.sol:L5, L9, L13

The linked declarations all represent top-level instances in a single file.

contracts/periphery/RouterUtil.sol

We advise each to be split to its dedicated file optimizing the legibility of the codebase.

The contract is no longer present in the codebase thus nullifying this exhibit.

RUL-01C: Multiple Top-Level Declarations

Description:

Example:

interface ISwapPair {

    function metadata() external view returns (uint dec0, uint dec1, uint r0, 

}

 

interface IRouter {

    function pairFor(address tokenA, address tokenB, bool stable) external vie

}

 

contract RouterUtil {

SOL

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



SwapFactory Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization SwapFactory.sol:L15, L28-L29

The fee  mapping is meant to indicate what fee should be applied depending on whether a

particular pair represents a stable or volatile pair. The way this is achieved is inefficient as the 

fee  cannot be re-set in the contract meaning that two constant  declarations could have been

utilized instead with a public fee  function.

contracts/Core/SwapFactory.sol

We advise the mapping  to be omitted in favour of the function described above greatly

increasing the gas cost of the contract.

SFY-01C: Inefficient Fee Definition System

Description:

Example:

constructor(address _feeCollector) {

    pauser = msg.sender;

    isPaused = false;

    fee[true] = 369; // 0.0369% for stable swaps (hundredth of a basis point /

    fee[false] = 2700; // 0.27% for vaiable swaps (hundredth of a basis point 

    feeCollector = _feeCollector;

}

SOL

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#gas-optimization


The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Code Style SwapFactory.sol:L38, L43, L48

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/Core/SwapFactory.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

SFY-02C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(msg.sender == pauser);

SOL

38

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


SwapFees Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style SwapFees.sol:L20, L23, L28

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/Core/SwapFees.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

SFS-01C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(token.code.length > 0);

SOL

20

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


SwapPair Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization SwapPair.sol:L479-L487

The DOMAIN_SEPARATOR  of the contract is calculated and stored on each invocation of the 

permit  function which is inefficient.

contracts/Core/SwapPair.sol

SPR-01C: Inefficient Calculation of Domain Separator

Description:

Example:

function permit(address owner, address spender, uint value, uint deadline, uin

    require(deadline >= block.timestamp, 'SwapPair: EXPIRED');

    DOMAIN_SEPARATOR = keccak256(

        abi.encode(

            keccak256('EIP712Domain(string name,string version,uint256 chainId

            keccak256(bytes(name)),

            keccak256('1'),

            block.chainid,

            address(this)

        )

    );

SOL

477

478

479

480

481

482

483

484

485

486

487

Recommendation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#gas-optimization


We advise a pattern similar to the draft-ERC20Permit  contract of OpenZeppelin whereby the

canonical DOMAIN_SEPARATOR  (the one that is calculated with the chainid  that the contract is

deployed in) is cached in storage and is only re-calculated if the dynamic block.chainid  differs

from the one the original DOMAIN_SEPARATOR  was calculated in. This will significantly reduce the

gas cost of the permit  function.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Code Style SwapPair.sol:L114, L346, L533, L536

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/Core/SwapPair.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

SPR-02C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(_unlocked == 1);

SOL

114

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization SwapPair.sol:L268

The linked for  loop increments / decrements the iterator "safely" due to Solidity's built-in safe

arithmetics(post - 0.8.X ).

contracts/Core/SwapPair.sol

We advise the increment / decrement operation to be performed in an unchecked  code block as

the last statement within the for  loop to optimize its execution cost.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

SPR-03C: Loop Iterator Optimization

Description:

Example:

for (uint i = 0; i < _prices.length; i++) {

SOL

268

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#gas-optimization


Type Severity Location

Code Style SwapPair.sol:L367, L368, L425

The linked value literal is repeated across the codebase multiple times.

contracts/Core/SwapPair.sol

We advise it to be set to a constant  variable instead optimizing the legibility of the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

SPR-04C: Repetitive Value Literal

Description:

Example:

if (amount0In > 0) _update0(amount0In * fee / 1e6); // accrue fees for token0 

SOL

367

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Token Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Token.sol:L21

The linked _mint  statement will mint a total of 0  units to the msg.sender  which is inexplicable.

contracts/periphery/Token.sol

We advise a default initial supply value to be declared as a constant  and utilized here as it

currently serves no purpose.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

TNE-01C: Inexplicable Mint Instruction

Description:

Example:

_mint(msg.sender, 0);

SOL

21

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization Token.sol:L55, L57

The linked statements perform key-based lookup operations on mapping  declarations from

storage multiple times for the same key redundantly.

contracts/periphery/Token.sol

As the lookups internally perform an expensive keccak256  operation, we advise the lookups to

be cached wherever possible to a single local declaration that either holds the value of the 

mapping  in case of primitive types or holds a storage  pointer to the struct  contained.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

TNE-02C: Inefficient mapping  Lookups

Description:

Example:

function transferFrom(address _from, address _to, uint _value) external return

    uint allowed_from = allowance[_from][msg.sender];

    if (allowed_from != type(uint).max) {

        allowance[_from][msg.sender] -= _value;

    }

    return _transfer(_from, _to, _value);

}

SOL

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#gas-optimization


Type Severity Location

Code Style Token.sol:L26, L63

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/periphery/Token.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

TNE-03C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(msg.sender == minter);

SOL

26

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Code Style Token.sol:L4

While the Token  contract is EIP-20 compliant, it should properly illustrate this trait by inheriting

an IERC20  interface either as a local dependency or imported from a third-party library like

OpenZeppelin.

contracts/periphery/Token.sol

TNE-04C: Inexistent Override of Interface

Description:

Example:

// SPDX-License-Identifier: GPL-3.0-or-later

pragma solidity 0.8.11;

 

contract Token {

SOL

1

2

3

4

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20


We advise this inheritance structure to be applied as otherwise the standards the contract is

meant to conform to are unclear to its readers.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Voter Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style Voter.sol:L29, L32, L33, L34

The referenced lines contain typographical mistakes or generic documentational errors (i.e.

copy-paste) that should be corrected.

contracts/periphery/Voter.sol

We advise them to be corrected enhancing the legibility of the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

VRE-01C: Generic Typographic Mistakes

Description:

Example:

mapping(address => address) public gauges; // pair => maturity => gauge

SOL

29

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Code Style Voter.sol:L67, L77, L93, L155-L156, L182-L183, L193-L194, L203,
L229, L235, L240, L246, L317, L328, L389, L392

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/periphery/Voter.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

VRE-02C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(_unlocked == 1);

SOL

67

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


VotingDist Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Code Style VotingDist.sol:L30, L36

The linked value literal is repeated across the codebase multiple times.

contracts/periphery/VotingDist.sol

We advise it to be set to a constant  variable instead optimizing the legibility of the codebase.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

VDT-01C: Repetitive Value Literal

Description:

Example:

uint[1000000000000000] public tokens_per_week;

SOL

30

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization VotingDist.sol:L24, L32, L33

The linked variables are assigned to only once during the contract's constructor .

contracts/periphery/VotingDist.sol

We advise them to be set as immutable  greatly optimizing their read-access gas cost.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

VDT-02C: Variable Mutability Specifiers (Immutable)

Description:

Example:

constructor(address _voting_escrow) {

    uint _t = block.timestamp / WEEK * WEEK;

    start_time = _t;

    last_token_time = _t;

    time_cursor = _t;

    address _token = IVotingEscrow(_voting_escrow).token();

    token = _token;

    voting_escrow = _voting_escrow;

    depositor = msg.sender;

    IERC20(_token).approve(_voting_escrow, type(uint).max);

}

SOL

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Recommendation:

Alleviation:



VotingEscrow Code Style Findings

Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization VotingEscrow.sol:L106-L108

The linked uint8  variables are meant to be used as a re-entrancy flag, however, in doing so

they occupy a full 256-bit slot with 8 bits of data.

contracts/periphery/VotingEscrow.sol

We advise a uint256  variable to be utilized for all referenced declarations as the EVM incurs

less gas to operate on 256-bit data types.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

VEW-01C: Inefficient Data Type

Description:

Example:

uint8 internal constant _not_entered = 1;

uint8 internal constant _entered = 2;

uint8 internal _entered_state = 1;

SOL

106

107

108

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#gas-optimization


Type Severity Location

Code Style VotingEscrow.sol:L110, L310, L416, L418, L422, L639, L644,
L649, L654, L659, L665-L667, L697, L710

The linked require  checks have no error messages explicitly defined.

contracts/periphery/VotingEscrow.sol

We advise each to be set so to increase the legibility of the codebase and aid in validating the 

require  checks' conditions.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

VEW-02C: Inexistent Error Messages

Description:

Example:

require(_entered_state == _not_entered);

SOL

110

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Type Severity Location

Code Style VotingEscrow.sol:L67-L68

The name  and symbol  referenced clash with the name  and symbol  declarations of the

Velodrome Finance implementation.

contracts/periphery/VotingEscrow.sol

We advise a different acronym to be utilized for the NFT to ensure that users are able to

immediately discern the NFTs they are interacting with.

The Xcaliswap team evaluated this exhibit but opted not to apply any changes for it in the

current iteration of the protocol.

VEW-03C: Non-Unique Name & Symbol

Description:

Example:

string constant public name = "veNFT";

string constant public symbol = "veNFT";

SOL

67

68

Recommendation:

Alleviation:

https://omniscia.io/reports/xcaliswap-core-project/appendix/finding-types#code-style


Finding Types

A description of each finding type included in the report can be found below and is linked by

each respective finding. A full list of finding types Omniscia has defined will be viewable at

the central audit methodology we will publish soon.

Many contracts that interact with DeFi contain a set of complex external call executions that

need to happen in a particular sequence and whose execution is usually taken for granted

whereby it is not always the case. External calls should always be validated, either in the form

of require  checks imposed at the contract-level or via more intricate mechanisms such as

invoking an external getter-variable and ensuring that it has been properly updated.

As there are no inherent guarantees to the inputs a function accepts, a set of guards should

always be in place to sanitize the values passed in to a particular function.

These types of issues arise when a linked code segment may not behave as expected, either

due to mistyped code, convoluted if  blocks, overlapping functions / variable names and

other ambiguous statements.

Language specific issues arise from certain peculiarities that the Solidity language boasts

that discerns it from other conventional programming languages. For example, the EVM is a

256-bit machine meaning that operations on less-than-256-bit types are more costly for the

EVM in terms of gas costs, meaning that loops utilizing a uint8  variable because their limit

will never exceed the 8-bit range actually cost more than redundantly using a uint256

variable.

External Call Validation

Input Sanitization

Indeterminate Code

Language Specific

https://omniscia.io/pirex-multi-token-convex-wrapper/


An official Solidity style guide exists that is constantly under development and is adjusted on

each new Solidity release, designating how the overall look and feel of a codebase should be.

In these types of findings, we identify whether a project conforms to a particular naming

convention and whether that convention is consistent within the codebase and legible. In

case of inconsistencies, we point them out under this category. Additionally, variable

shadowing falls under this category as well which is identified when a local-level variable

contains the same name as a contract-level variable that is present in the inheritance chain

of the local execution level's context.

Gas optimization findings relate to ways the codebase can be optimized to reduce the gas

cost involved with interacting with it to various degrees. These types of findings are

completely optional and are pointed out for the benefit of the project's developers.

These types of findings relate to incompatibility between a particular standard's

implementation and the project's implementation, oftentimes causing significant issues in the

usability of the contracts.

In Solidity, math generally behaves differently than other programming languages due to the

constraints of the EVM. A prime example of this difference is the truncation of values during

a division which in turn leads to loss of precision and can cause systems to behave

incorrectly when dealing with percentages and proportion calculations.

This category is a bit broad and is meant to cover implementations that contain flaws in the

way they are implemented, either due to unimplemented functionality, unaccounted-for edge

cases or similar extraordinary scenarios.

This category covers all findings that relate to a significant degree of centralization present in

the project and as such the potential of a Single-Point-of-Failure (SPoF) for the project that

we urge them to re-consider and potentially omit.

Code Style

Gas Optimization

Standard Conformity

Mathematical Operations

Logical Fault

Centralization Concern

https://omniscia.io/pirex-multi-token-convex-wrapper/


This category relates to findings that arise from re-entrant external calls (such as EIP-721

minting operations) and revolve around the inapplicacy of the Checks-Effects-Interactions

(CEI) pattern, a pattern that dictates checks ( require  statements etc.) should occur before

effects (local storage updates) and interactions (external calls) should be performed last.

Reentrant Call

https://omniscia.io/pirex-multi-token-convex-wrapper/


Disclaimer

The following disclaimer applies to all versions of the audit report produced (preliminary /

public / private) and is in effect for all past, current, and future audit reports that are

produced and hosted under Omniscia:

Omniscia ("Omniscia") has conducted an independent security review to verify the integrity

of and highlight any vulnerabilities, bugs or errors, intentional or unintentional, that may be

present in the codebase that were provided for the scope of this Engagement.

Blockchain technology and the cryptographic assets it supports are nascent technologies.

This makes them extremely volatile assets. Any assessment report obtained on such volatile

and nascent assets may include unpredictable results which may lead to positive or negative

outcomes.

In some cases, services provided may be reliant on a variety of third parties. This security

review does not constitute endorsement, agreement or acceptance for the Project and

technology that was reviewed. Users relying on this security review should not consider this

as having any merit for financial advice or technological due diligence in any shape, form or

nature.

The veracity and accuracy of the findings presented in this report relate solely to the

proficiency, competence, aptitude and discretion of our auditors. Omniscia and its employees

make no guarantees, nor assurance that the contracts are free of exploits, bugs,

vulnerabilities, deprecation of technologies or any system / economical / mathematical

malfunction.

This audit report shall not be printed, saved, disclosed nor transmitted to any persons or

parties on any objective, goal or justification without due written assent, acquiescence or

approval by Omniscia.

All the information/opinions/suggestions provided in this report does not constitute financial

or investment advice, nor should it be used to signal that any person reading this report

should invest their funds without sufficient individual due diligence regardless of the findings

presented in this report.

IMPORTANT TERMS & CONDITIONS REGARDING OUR
SECURITY AUDITS/REVIEWS/REPORTS AND ALL
PUBLIC/PRIVATE CONTENT/DELIVERABLES

https://omniscia.io/pirex-multi-token-convex-wrapper/


Information in this report is provided 'as is'. Omniscia is under no covenant to the

completeness, accuracy or solidity of the contracts reviewed. Omniscia's goal is to help

reduce the attack vectors/surface and the high level of variance associated with utilizing new

and consistently changing technologies.

Omniscia in no way claims any guarantee, warranty or assurance of security or functionality

of the technology that was in scope for this security review.

In no event will Omniscia, its partners, employees, agents or any parties related to the

design/creation of this security review be ever liable to any parties for, or lack thereof,

decisions and/or actions with regards to the information provided in this security review.

Cryptocurrencies and all other technologies directly or indirectly related to cryptocurrencies

are not standardized, highly prone to malfunction and extremely speculative by nature. No

due diligence and/or safeguards may be insufficient and users should exercise maximum

caution when participating and/or investing in this nascent industry.

The preparation of this security review has made all reasonable attempts to provide clear and

actionable recommendations to the Project team (the “client”) with respect to the

rectification, amendment and/or revision of any highlighted issues, vulnerabilities or exploits

within the contracts in scope for this engagement.

All services, the security reports, discussions, work product, attack vectors description or

any other materials, products or results of this security review engagement is provided "as

is" and "as available" and with all faults, uncertainty and defects without warranty or

guarantee of any kind.

Omniscia will assume no liability or responsibility for delays, errors, mistakes, or any

inaccuracies of content, suggestions, materials or for any loss, delay, damage of any kind

which arose as a result of this engagement/security review.

Omniscia will assume no liability or responsibility for any personal injury, property damage, of

any kind whatsoever that resulted in this engagement and the customer having access to or

use of the products, engineers, services, security report, or any other other materials.

For avoidance of doubt, this report, its content, access, and/or usage thereof, including any

associated services or materials, shall not be considered or relied upon as any form of

financial, investment, tax, legal, regulatory, or any other type of advice.

https://omniscia.io/pirex-multi-token-convex-wrapper/

